and we establish uniqueness of solutions under a few additional assumptions.
Here is an open set in IR n and is a Radon measure on with nite mass. The prototypical problem is the n-Laplace system ? div(jDuj n?2 Du) = which together with variants with measurable coe cients plays an important role in quasiconformal geometry. Our results on maximal regularity (Du 2 L n;1 ( )) and on existence of solutions in IR n seem to be new even for that system (even for the case of a single equation). We state the general assumptions on in a form that is suitable for both bounded and unbounded sets and which allows one to treat nonhomogeneous boundary value problems by considering~ (x; u; F) = (x; u +ũ(x); F + Dũ(x)) (see Section 6 for details). We assume that satis es the following hypotheses:
(H0) (continuity) :
IR m II M m n ! II M m n is a Carath eodory function, i.e., x 7 ! (x; u; p) is measurable for every (u; p) and (u; p) 7 ! (x; u; p) is continuous for almost every x 2 . (H1) (monotonicity) For all x 2 , u 2 IR m and all F; G 2 II M m n there holds ( (x; u; F) ? (x; u; G)) : (F ? G) 0:
(H2) (coercivity and growth) There exist constants 1 > 0, 2 0 and functions 3 2 L 1 ( ), 4 2 L n=(n?1) ( ) such that for all x 2 , u 2 IR m and F 2 II M m n (x; u; F) : F 1 jFj n ? 3 (x); j (x; u; F)j 2 jFj n?1 + 4 (x): (H3) (structure condition) There exist constants 1 s < n, 5 0 and a function 6 2 L 1 ( ) such that for all x 2 , u 2 IR m and F 2 II M m n the inequality (x; u; F) : MF ? 5 jFj s ? 6 (x) holds for all matrices M 2 II M m m of the form M = Id ?a a with jaj 1.
The proofs of some of our results require that C = IR n n is a domain of type A. Here we say that a set E has property A if there exists a constant K > 0 such that for all x 2 E and 0 < r < diam(E) the inequality jQ(x; r) \ Ej Kr n holds.
Our main results on existence, regularity and uniqueness are the following: Theorem 1.1 (Existence and regularity) Let be a bounded, open set such that C has property A. Suppose that the hypotheses (H0){(H3) and one of the following conditions are satis ed: (i) F 7 ! (x; u; F) is a C 1 function.
(ii) There exists a function W :
IR m II M m n ! IR such that (x; u; F) = @W @F (x; u; F) and F 7 ! W(x; u; F) is convex and C 1 . (iii) is strictly monotone, i.e., is monotone and ( (x; u; F)? (x; u; G)) : (F ?G) = 0 implies F = G. (1.4)
Here the constant C 1 depends only on 1 , 2 , K, and n. The constant C 2 depends in addition on j j.
We prove Theorem 1.1 at the end of Section 3. Remarks. 1) A local version of the BMO estimate was proven in DHM], and (1.3) follows by adapting the methods used in the interior situation to the boundary situation. We give the proof in Section 2 for the convenience of the reader and in order to derive the Caccioppoli estimates in Lemma 2.2 that are important ingredients in the proof of (1.4).
2) It is often convenient to extend u by zero to IR n . In particular kuk BMO( ;IR m ) refers to the norm of that extension. If we use the seminorm u] BMO( ;IR m ) in (1.3) instead of the the norm kuk BMO( ;IR m ) , then the constant C 2 does not depend on j j.
3) Clearly (1.4) implies (1.3). However, we use the BMO estimate for u in the proof of (1.4) which we give in Section 3.
4) The example of the nonlinear Green's function G n (x) = c(n) ln(jxj) for the n-Laplace equation div(jDG n j n?2 DG n ) = 0 shows that our results are optimal.
5) Independently and with di erent techniques involving a nonlinear Hodge decomposition it was
shown in GIS] that the nonhomogeneous n-harmonic equation div(jDuj n?2 Du) = has a unique solution u 2 W 1;n) 0 for all Radon measures . A function u belongs to the grand Sobolev space W 1;n) 0 if u 2 W 1;s 0 ( ) for all 1 s < n and if sup 0<" n?1 " Z jDuj n?" dx 1=(n?") < 1:
These results can be extended to the case of systems and more general operators of the form A(x; Du). Note that u 2 W 1;n) 0 ( ) does not imply Du 2 L n;1 ( ; IR n ), while the solution u in In Section 3 we derive the weak-L n estimate for the gradient of solutions. We rst use a Caccioppoli inequality and the BMO-estimate to derive a reverse H older inequality for q < n. A careful analysis of the distribution function of Du then yields the desired estimate. Roughly speaking, we exploit the fact that the solution of the free system ( = 0) has slight additional regularity properties while the in uence of on the solution is locally controlled by the maximal function of up to a solution of the free system. In Section 4 we prove uniqueness under a few additional assumptions. The di culty is that although the operator is uniformly monotone, the solution is not an admissible test function. The key idea is to use Lipschitz test functions that agree with u on a large set.
We conclude by existence results on unbounded domains (in Section 5) and a discussion of the nonhomogeneous Dirichlet problem and local regularity in Section 6. where Q(a; r) is the cube fx 2 IR n : jx i ? a i j < r 2 for i = 1; : : : ; ng and (u) a;r denotes the mean value of u on Q(a; r). In the following we will always assume that all functions under consideration are extended by zero to IR n . Equipped with the norm kuk BMO(IR n ) = kuk L n (IR n ) + u ] BMO(IR n ) BMO(IR n ) is a Banach space. If u = 0 on C and a 2 C then the mean value of u on Q(a; r) is estimated by the mean oscillation: j(u) a;r jjQ(a; r) \ C j Z Q(a;r) ju ? (u) jDvj n dx h:
Proof. This follows easily from the weak lower semicontinuity of the L n -norm and the monotone convergence theorem (c.f. also the proof of Lemma 15 in DHM]).
We are now in a position to prove that a function satisfying (2.6) { (2.10) is a function of bounded mean oscillation.
Lemma 2.5 Let IR n be an open domain and assume that = IR n or that C has property A. Let u 2 D 1;n ( ) and suppose that there exist f; g 2 L 1 ( ) such that the estimates (2.6) { (2.10) hold. Then u 2 BMO(IR n ) and u ] BMO(IR n ) C 4 (kfk 1=(n?1)
where C 4 depends only on C 3 , n, and the constant K in the de nition of property A.
Proof. The proof is inspired by Simon's beautiful proof of C 0; estimates for the Poisson equation
in Si1] (see also Si2]). We argue by contradiction and use a scaling and blow up argument to construct a sequence v k such that v k ] BMO = 1. This sequence converges to a limit v 2 D 1;n (IR n ) which corresponds to a solution of the homogeneous problem, i.e., satis es (2.6) and (2.7) with f = 0 and g = 0. We will deduce v const and this leads to a contradiction. We will later distinguish di erent cases which correspond to a limit problem on IR n , on a domain with unbounded complement or a domain with bounded complement. In the rst two situations (Cases 1 and 2 below) we use the local inequalities (2.6) and (2.7) as well as condition A to bound the sequence v k while we employ the global estimates (2.9) and (2.10) if the complement is bounded (Cases 3 and 4 below).
Suppose the assertion of the lemma were false. Then there exists a sequence of functions u k 2 D 1;n ( ), f k ; g k 2 L 1 ( ) such that (2.6) { (2.10) hold (with u replaced by u k ), but
(2.12) (In view of (2.9) we may assume that kf k k L 1 ( ) + kg k k L 1 ( ) 6 = 0.) By de nition of the BMO norm there exist x k 2 IR n and r k > 0 such that
Case 1: Suppose that = IR n or that there exists a subsequence (not relabeled) such that d k r k ! 1.
The rescaled functions 
whenever Q(0; r) k = 1 r k (?x k + ). By assumption k = IR n or k ! IR n as k ! 1 (i.e., for all R > 0 there exists a k 0 such that Q(0; R) k for all k k 0 ). It follows from (2.13) and (2.5) that j(v k ) 0;r j (r) = C(j ln(r)j + 1). Since fjv k j < ? (r)g fjv k ? (v k ) 0;r j < g we obtain
and hence we may apply Lemma 2.3 for v k with 0 (r) = 2 (r) and k k 0 (r). We deduce that fv k g is bounded in W 1;s loc (IR n ) and thus (for a subsequence) v k * v in W 1;s loc (IR n ) for all s < n. In view of (2.12) and Lemma 2. This contradiction nishes the proof in case 1. Let be such that n = K=2 < 1. We obtain from (2.17) with = r and Poincar e's inequality Corollary 2.6 Let IR n be an open domain and assume that = IR n or that C has property A. Let u 2 D 1;n ( ) and suppose that there exist f; g 2 L 1 ( ) such that the estimates (2.6) { (2.10) hold. Then we have the local BMO{estimate u ] BMO(Q(a;r)) C 4 kfk 1=(n?1) L 1 (Q(a;2r)) + kgk 1=n (a;2r) ju ? (u) a;2r j n dx ;
Proof. This follows with an indirect argument similar to the one used in the global BMO estimate. where the constant c(n) depends only on n.
We split the proof of Theorem 1.1 into a series of lemmas. The rst lemma yields a quantitative estimate of the L q -norm of Du for q < n. Lemma 3.2 Assume that C has property A and that u 2 BMO(IR n ) \ D 1;n ( ) satis es the Caccioppoli inequalities (2.6) { (2.8) with f; g 2 L 1 ( ). Then there exists a constant C 5 , which depends only on K, q, n, and C 3 , such that for all q 2 n 2 ; n) and all Q(a; r) the following estimate ( 1 e ; ?1; 1) = ( e e ? 1 ) 2 for n 2 < q < n, where is the Lerch function (see, e.g., GR]). The assertion of the lemma follows now with Young's inequality. ;2r) ) and obtain the assertion of the lemma. Case 3: Assume that Q(a; 3 2 r) \ C 6 = ; and diam( C ) < 1 10 r. Before we consider this case in full generality, we consider two special cases:
Case 3a: We rst consider the case C = fag. The idea is to use a dyadic decomposition of the cube into annuli and to prove rst an inequality on a singe annulus. To this end, let r j = r2 ?j+1 , A j = Q(a; r j ) n Q(a; r j+1 ) and B j = A j?1 A j A j+1 . We assert that Case 3b: We assume that C Q(a; ) with = 2 ?l r. Then we combine the estimate in case 2 for Q(a; ) with a nite dyadic decomposition using only the annuli A j , j = 1; ; l ? 1.
Case 3c: After having prepared the two special cases 3a and 3b, we now consider the full case 3 and assume Q(a; 3 2 r) \ C 6 = ; and diam( C ) < 1 10 r. In this case, C Q(a 0 ; 1 10 r) Q(a; 2r), and we can easily nd cubes Q(a i ; ) , i = 1; 2; : : : ; l, (where l depends only on n, but not on r) with Then, applying the estimate from case 3a or 3b to Q(a 0 ; ) and the estimate from case 1 to the cubes Q(a i ; ), i = 1; 2; : : : ; l, we obtain the desired estimate by summation.
The next lemma is an estimate in the spirit of reversed H older inequalities with increasing support.
It gives at the same time an estimate for the rate with which the L q -norm of the gradient Du diverges to in nity as q tends to n if Du 6 2 L n ( ; II M m n ).
Lemma 3.3 Assume that C has property A and that u 2 BMO(IR n ) \ D 1;n ( ) satis es the Caccioppoli inequalities (2.6) { (2.8) with f; g 2 L 1 ( ). Then there exists a constant C 6 , which depends only on K, q, n, and C 3 , such that for all q 2 n 2 ; n) and all Q(a; r) the and we conclude as before.
Lemma 3.4 Assume that C has property A and that u 2 BMO(IR n ; IR m ) \ D 1;n ( ; IR m ) satis es the Caccioppoli inequalities (2.6) { (2.8) with f; g 2 L 1 ( ). For > 0, let E denote the set fjDuj > g. Then ? jDuj n=2 dx = (2 ) n=2 :
The constants c i in the estimates below depend only on K, n, C 3 , u ] BMO(IR n ) , kfk L 1 (IR n ) , and kgk L 1 (IR n ) .
Step 1: There exists a constant c 0 such that r(a) c 0 :
(3.12)
Indeed, it follows from Lemma 3.2 with q = n 2 and (3.11) that 2 (2r) 2 = (2r) 2 ? 1 (2r Step 2: There exists a constant c 1 such that for all a which satisfy (3.16) below c 1 jE \ Q(a; r)j jQ(a; r)j:
(3.13)
We prove the claim by deriving a lower bound for the density := jQ(a; r) \ E j jQ(a; r)j :
We x q 2 ( n 2 ; n). where we used (3.11) in the last step. As ! 0, the right hand side of (3.17) converges to 1. Hence, must be bounded from below and we conclude (3.13) with a constant which is independent of as long as 1. The second estimate is an immediate consequence of the John{Nirenberg lemma and Step 2. To prove (3.18) assume rst that Q(a; 3 2 r) . We get by (2.6) and the Sobolev-Poincar e inequality Since j(u) a;r j 2 n j(u) a;2r j 2 n+1 K ?1 u ] BMO we conclude as before F = fju ? (u) a;r j > 2 g fjuj g and the proof of the claim follows now with (2.7) instead of (2.6). We may apply the Sobolev{Poincar e inequality in view of (3.21).
Step 4: Proof of the lemma with a covering argument. Lemma 3.5 Assume that C is a domain of type A and that u 2 D 1;n ( ; IR m ) satis es the Caccioppoli inequalities (2.6) { (2.8). Then Du 2 L n;1 ( ; II M m n ) and kDuk L n;1 ( ;II M m n ) C 8 (kfk 1=(n?1)
where C 8 depends on n, K and C 3 .
Proof. Since the inequalities (2.4) and (2.5) are invariant under the rescaling u 7 ! u, f 7 ! n?1 f and g 7 ! n g, we may assume that kfk 1=(n?1) L 1 ( ) + kgk 1=n L 1 ( ) = minfC ?1 4 ; 1g and thus u ] BMO 1.
We begin by proving the following assertion from which the proof of the theorem follows by iteration: For M > 1 xed there exists a 2 (2 ; 2M ) such that n jE n F ; j C 7 n log M ? n jE j + 1 : Hence the assertion follows in the limit 0 ! 0.
Proof of Theorem 1.1: The hypotheses (H2) and (H3) of the present paper are slightly weaker than in DHM]. However, in the same way as in DHM], it is still possible to construct approximating solutions u k 2 W 1;n 0 ( ) of the regularised system ? div (x; u k ; Du k ) = f k for smooth and bounded L 1 ( ) functions f k with f k * in M. In order to pass to the limit k ! 1, we have to check that the crucial Lemma 11 of DHM] still holds if we replace condition (5.2) of DHM] by the weaker condition (H3) of the present paper. For the reader's convenience, we specify the relevant changes: estimate (5.12) does not hold any more and has to be replaced by
Thus the conclusion that (h k ) ? is equiintegrable is still valid. In (5.21) of DHM], we get an additional term:
We are free to assume that x 0 is (in addition) a Lebesgue point of the functions R II M m n (1 ?
Thus, as r ! 0, the second term on the right hand side of (3.24) converges (for xed M 2 II N) to ? R II M m n (1 ? ( j j M ))( 5 j j s + 6 (x 0 ))d x0 ( ). Since x is (for almost every x 2 ) a probability measure with nite s-th moment, the additional term vanishes as M ! 1 and we conclude as in DHM]. Now, the approximating solutions u k satisfy the weak L n;1 estimate in Lemma 3.5. In view of the weak* lower semicontinuity of the L n;1 -norm we obtain the same estimate for the solution u.
Since in this situation g = j 3 j + j 4 j n=(n?1) + 5 jDuj s + j 6 j it remains to estimate kDuk L s. By H older's inequality in the weak Lebesgue spaces we deduce for " > 0 This estimate implies rst the weak L n;1 estimate for the gradient and Theorem 1.1 is an immediate consequence.
It is possible to improve the BMO estimate if the measure has no atoms, i.e., if lim r!0 (Q(a; r)) = 0 for all a 2 :
Here we say that a function belongs to the space VMO(IR n ), the space of functions of vanishing mean oscillation, if Corollary 3.6 Suppose that the assumptions in Theorem 1.1 are satis ed and that in addition has no atoms. Then the system (1.1), (1.2) has a solution u 2 VMO( ; IR m ).
Proof. This follows with an indirect argument similar to the one used in the BMO estimate.
Uniqueness results
The uniqueness result would be an immediate consequence of the uniform monotonicity if the di erence w = u?v were an admissible test function. We may pass to the limit ! 1 and obtain Dw = Du ? Dv 2 L n ( ; II M m n ): Thus by (4.2) jE j = o( ?n ) and the result follows from the inequality above as ! 1. Now, we prove the following stronger uniqueness result: Theorem 4.2 Under the same assumptions on and as in Theorem 1.2, there exists a number p 2 (n?1; n) which depends only on and 0 , 1 , 3 , such that the following is true: which implies Dw 2 L n ( ) and hence Dv 2 L n;1 ( ) and the uniqueness follows from Theorem 1.2 up to the proof of (4.5) and (4.6) which we give now.
By the Vitali covering theorem we may choose almost disjoint cubes Q i which cover R (and hence E ) such that which is (4.6) for R .
As a corollary we immediately obtain the following regularity result: Here the constants C 2 , C 1 depend only on 1 , 2 , K, and n. In case j j < 1 we have u 2 W 1;q 0 ( ; IR m ) for all q < n and we can replace u] BMO( ;IR m ) by kuk BMO( ;IR m ) in (5.1) if we allow C 2 to depend on j j.
Proof. First, we solve (1.1), (1.2) on R := \ B(0; R). From Theorem 1.1 we infer the estimates (5.1) and (5.2) on R in place of for the solution u R . Notice that R is of type A with the same constant K as and hence the constants C 2 and C 1 are independent of R (compare the remark after Theorem 1.1). Hence the sequence u R (extended to zero outside R ) is bounded in BMO loc (IR n ) \ W 1;q loc (IR n ) and we may extract a sequence which converges weakly on every in the corresponding spaces to a limit function u satisfying the estimates (5.1) and (5.2). In order to prove that u is a distributional solution of (1.1), we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1.1 noticing that condition (5.6) in Lemma 11 of DHM] can be replaced by the condition that ? div k is a xed Radon measure.
The problem in the case = IR n is that no boundary data prevent a sequence of approximating solutions from diverging to in nity. We use our BMO-estimate to overcome this di culty and to obtain Theorem 1.3 which we prove now.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. As in the proof of Theorem 5.1 we start constructing a solutionũ on B(0; k) with zero boundary values. Then, we add a suitable constant such that u :=ũ + (which is still a solution of (1.6) on B(0; k)) satis es R B(0;1) u dx = 0. Now, u has boundary value and we extend u by 0 outside B(0; k) and denote this function by u k . Thus, the sequence fu k g k is bounded in L n (B(0; R)) for all R and in fact in W 1;p (B(0; R)) as long as p < n because of Proposition 6.1 Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 1.1 there exists a distributional solution v of (6.1), (6.2) for boundary valuesũ 2 W 1;n+" (IR n ). The estimates (1.3) and (1.4) hold for v with an additional term kũk BMO(IR n ) and kDũk L n;1 (IR n ) on the right hand side of (1.3) and (1.4), respectively.
As an immediate consequence of the previous result combined with the uniqueness results of Section 4 we obtain: Proposition 6.2 Under the same assumptions on and on as in Theorem 1.2 there exists a number p 2 (n ? 1; n) which depends only on and 0 ; 1 ; 3 such that the following is true: If u 2 W 1;q ( ), for some q > p, with boundary data u =ũ on @ ,ũ 2 W 1;n+" (IR n ), and if div (x; Du) is a bounded Radon measure on , then u 2 BMO( ) and Du 2 L n;1 ( ).
A Some properties of D 1;n ( ) For the convenience of the reader we brie y recall some facts about D 1;n ( ). Let Proof. Let : S n n fNg ! IR n be the stereographic projection from the north pole N onto IR n and de ne U = ?1 ( ). Since is conformal and the n-Dirichlet integral is conformally invariant, we may identify D 1;n ( ) and D 1;n (U) by ' 2 D 1;n ( ) 7 !' = ' 2 D 1;n (U). Let ' 2 D 1;n ( ). Then there exists a sequence of functions' k 2 D 1;n (U) such that D' k ! D' in L n (U). We extend' k by zero to S n . Since C has property A we conclude that either H n (U C ) > 0 or U C consists of at most two points. In the rst case we conclude by Poincar e's inequality that' k !' in L n (S n ) and hence ' k =' k ?1 ! ' in L n loc ( ). In the second case there exists a sequence of functions! k 2 C 1 0 (U) such that! k ! 1 in L n (S n ) and kD! k k L n (S n ) (kj(' ?' k ) S n j) ?1 . De nê k = ' k + (' ? ' k ) S n! k . It is easy to check that^ k !' in W 1;n (U). If ' 2 L 1 ( ) we de nẽ k = T M ( k ) where T M is a smooth cut{o function in the range with T M (z) = z for all jzj M and M k'k L 1 ( ) .
Remark. It is easy to see that the lemma holds true for arbitrary open domains . The proof uses a suitable de nition of n{capacity on S n ; the rst case in the proof of the lemma corresponds to cap n (U C ) > 0 while the second case corresponds to cap n (U C ) = 0 Lemma A.2 Let IR n be an open domain such that C has property A. Assume that u 2 D 1;n ( ). 1) If g 2 C 1 0 (IR), then g u 2 D 1;n ( ). 2) If 2 C 1 0 (IR n ), then u 2 D 1;n ( ). 3) Assume that C Q(0; r) and 2 C 1 (IR n ) satis es 0 on Q(0; r) and 1 on IR n n Q(0; 2r). Then 2 D 1;n ( ).
Proof. In view of Lemma A.1 we may choose a sequence u k 2 C 1 0 ( ) such that u k ! u in L n loc ( ), u k ! u almost everywhere, and Du k ! Du in L n ( ). It follows from the triangle inequality that Proof. This follows easily from Lemma A.1.
